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SKIRTEC 2 CHANNEL BENCH DUCT ABD12535
1.

Ensure all surfaces to which the duct is to be mounted on are level and straight.

2.

Fix base sections to wall / bench using the score lines in both top & bottom channels. Use appropriate
fasteners at a recommended interval of 450mm along both top and bottom channels (Liquid Nails may
also be used in combination).
** Consideration can be given to installing outlet kits and making cable penetrations before fixing the
duct to the wall.

3.

Adjoining duct sections can be aligned by using the clipped on cover across the joins.

4.

To insert outlet mount boxes where required, cut the barrier to size down to the score line and snap off
with snips (Skirtec recommends the use of Wiss Offset snips,M7).
Mount Boxes can be inserted adja
-cent to each other and still maintain segregation.
Straighten any distorted barrier section using pliers.

5.

Cable and fit off outlets. Fit cover sections as required, using short strips for between adjacent outlets
(covers should sit underneath the mounted grid plates up to the screw point of the mount box).

Slots for alignment plate
if required.
Top & Bottom.
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To fit Mounting Box, cut barrier
down to score line and snap off.

SKIRTEC PARTS LIST FOR ABD12535 DUCT
35mm

Part No

Description

ABD12535

Aluminium bench duct c/w cover, 3M length

ABD12535-MT Outlet kit for standard grid plate (1) data or GPO
ABD12535ES

End Stop for bench duct, left or right.

SET UP

Powdercoat set up fee for Special Colours

Colours

Stock colours, clear anodised, grey, white birch
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“Simply Better”
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

SKIRTEC 2 CHANNEL BENCH DUCT ABD10050
1.

Ensure all surfaces to which the duct is to be mounted on are level and straight.

2.

Fix base sections to wall / bench using fasteners along each side of the mounting
channels at intervals of approximately 450mm. Liquid nails may also be used to
increase mounted stability.

3.

Butt base sections together ensuring alignment continuity of segregation channel and
mounting channel. Use short sections of cover and/or sections of segregation to assist
with alignment.

4.

It is recommended that mount boxes are installed into chosen positions before the duct
is segregated. Insert outlet mount boxes where required, with openings turned towards
the appropriate cable channel (top or bottom), fastening to mounting channel using
fasteners provided. Mount Boxes inserted adjacent to each other maintain segregation.

5.

Measure off distances between mount boxes and cut and clip into place segregation as
shown in the drawing below. If required installed segregation may be removed by
snapping out of position as shown or alternatively, for small sections (the length of a
mount box only), by cutting down to the mounting channel and drilling out the
enclosed foot and snapping out the small section.

6.

Cable and fit off outlets. Fit cover sections as required, using short strips for between
adjacent outlets and butting cover under the outlet plate (fully covering cover ends).
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SKIRTEC PARTS LIST FOR ABD10050 DUCT
Part No

Description

ABD10050

Aluminium bench duct c/w cover, 3M length

ABD10050-MT Outlet kit for standard grid plate (1) data or GPO
ABD10050ES

End Stop for bench duct, left or right.

SET UP

Powdercoat set up fee for Special Colours

Colours

Stock colours, clear anodised, grey, white birch

